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This feature allows you to completely block Internet browsing and also prevent your children from
accessing chat sites and allowing you to block sites which are inappropriate for your kids, such as

pornographic sites or gambling sites or sites which allow access to alcohol. All those family
members: parents, grandparents, and other relatives can use Salfeld Child Control to control their

Internet usage. With Salfeld Child Control, you can easily supervise your child or grandchild whether
they are sharing information with friends, accessing inappropriate content from the Internet,

watching offensive or pornographic websites, playing online games, shopping or selling, and much
more. Are you worried your child is using the Internet inappropriately? Are you worried that your

child is accessing inappropriate sites and chatting sites? Do you want your child to spend less time
online, but simply dont know how to do it? Salfeld Child Control can block specific sites and areas of

the Internet which your child should not have access to. Internet Lock is a product designed to
protect children from inappropriate content as they are most likely to be exposed to online crime
and harassment online. Internet Lock handles all the problems mentioned above. Besides, with

Internet Lock you can also easily set a time limit for your child to use the Internet and switch it off if
your child overuses the Internet. There are many reasons to monitor your child's Internet use,
including to prevent them from illegally sharing content or staying on the Internet too long. Of

course, what your kids might do is none of your business (not unless they're leaving incriminating
evidence behind , of course). The more involved you are in your child's online activities, the more

sensitive you should be to potential problems. And again, if you do not want your child to have
Internet access at all, you shouldn't be allowing it.
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now you can log your childstime and internet usage time per day and week. create per day and per
week schedules to restrict the time yourchild is allowed to use your computer and the internet. track

the time you spend on surfing the net, with the time trackerfeature. * this time is shown over the
past 24 hours on a clock and per day. monitor all your childstime and internet usage time. can be

used to block access to internet-sites that yourchild is not allowed to visit used to work, school, home
and other networks. support all windows systems, including workgroups and domain networks can

be used for laptops, desktops and pda's support all versions of windows supports automatic
internet/network updates of settings anddata can run locally or remotely on your lan, wirelessly on

yourwlan, or from a cd-rom to a network share child control is designed to be used to limit the
accessof children to personal computers. child control is a parental controlutility that helps you to

limit your children's access to thecomputer without installing any software and without
modifyinganything. it works with all versions of microsoft windows andis easy to use. pengyul
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